THE SOUTHERN DRAKE PASSAGE

“To anyone who goes to the Antarctic, there is a tremendous appeal, an unparalleled combination of grandeur, beauty, vastness, loneliness, and malevolence --- all of which sound terribly melodramatic --- but which truthfully convey the actual feeling of Antarctica. Where else in the world are all of these descriptors really true?”

- Captain T. L. M. Sunter in the Antarctic Century Newsletter

0800 - Breakfast at leisure is served.
0900  Please note **NO WAKE UP CALL TODAY**
1000  Please join Mark for a personal insight in to **Seabird Colonies: a Comparison between the Antarctica and the Arctic**
1230  Lunch is served.
1500  Art is delivering his talk called: **Exploring Antarctica’s Last Frontier, a personal account of his amazing travels on the last continent**
      In the Panorama lounge
1630  Tea is served in the Panorama Lounge with cake-of-the-day.
±1630 We invite you to join Jonathan for a movie with an introduction: **With Byrd at the South Pole and an Introduction to Flight in Antarctica**
1830  Please join the staff for a cocktail and discussion on the day’s events in the bar
1900  Dinner is served
2030  The M/ V Ocean Nova Cinema presents: **Firewall** with Harrison Ford